S980 KERNEL PROCESSOR

Scherer has the processor custom harvesters & nutritionists demand for increasing gain & bottom line. Improve your KP score with exceptional processing of kernels and cobs. The S980 will handle all desired crop lengths.

- Developed to optimize the higher outputs of 494, 496, 497, 498, 499, 502 machines (2012-current)
- 10" Diameter Rolls (254mm)
- Available in saw-tooth or Twin Cut corrugations
- Hinge-open frame for serviceability
- Oil bath bearing
- Scherer Sentry bearing temperature sensor monitoring system wired into cab display
- 60mm shafts
- All roll shafts are replaceable
- Heat treated & hardened chrome plated
- 110-145 tooth combination
- Rolls dual plane dynamically balanced
- Custom roll corrugations available upon request

S980 FITS FOLLOWING HARVESTERS:
- 494 series machines (2012-current)
- 496 series machines
- 497 series machines
- 498 series machines
- 499 series machines
- 502 series machines

Contact us today to learn more or contact your local dealer to place an order!